Planning Committee Formed
For Dedication Of Buildings
Slate For 1955 Completion

President James R. Killian, Jr. has appointed a committee to effect the dedication of the new Kreeger auditorium. The group, which met for the first time on Tuesday, is composed of: Charles F. Culver, chairman; Francis Bowditch; Dean William E. Morgan; Frank Fernbach; Dean Frederick A. Pardee; Paul Foote; J. W. Moore; and Dean Joseph D. Smith. The committee will be responsible for the completion of the buildings to be dedicated in June 1954 and to be dedicated in June 1955.

The committee was requested to hold a week or ten-day Dedication Festival. This festival will be held in June 1954. The festival will be under the direction of Dr. David L. Vogel '54, chairman. The festival will be held at the Old Howard. Every one who has contributed to the buildings will participate in the festival.

Ten Win Tickets
To Old Howard
In Recent Lottery

Last Wednesday Frosh held a drawing for tickets to a performance at the Old Howard. Every one who participated in the lottery was eligible to receive a ticket. The winners, who will receive tickets for performances at the Old Howard, are: Joan N. Nager, 14; John D. Guggenhem, 15; Joanne C. Appleby, 16; James J. Murphy, 17; Margaret C. Green, 18; and David B. White, 19. All winners will receive tickets for performances at the Old Howard.

Dormitory Committee
Leadership Meeting
Will Open Tomorrow

Student dormitory representatives and the faculty members of the dormitory committee will meet in the dormitory committee rooms at 10:00 a.m. on Friday, November 6. The committee will discuss the problems of the dormitories and the needs of the students. The committee will meet at 10:00 a.m. on Friday, November 6.

Three Sorcerers
Trip Brown, 21;
Morales Scores

Playing what should have been its finest game to date, the soccer team last night lost out by a score of 1-0. Korstedt, a forward, was held off by a strong defense. Brown was able to get the ball past the front of the Tech goal, where Chu, a wing, scored the only goal of the game.

Morales, Suarez Score

Tech tied the score when Marcon, a forward, headed the ball over the Tech goal to bring the score to 1-1. A goal was scored by Brown in front of the Tech goal and the ball was headed on top of the Tech goal by Chui, a forward. Morales, the Tech goalie, was there to get the ball and scored the goal for the winning tally.

The Brown Frosh.

A goal was scored by Brown in front of the Tech goal and the ball was headed on top of the Tech goal by Chui, a forward. Morales, the Tech goalie, was there to get the ball and scored the goal for the winning tally.

Continental Defense
Tennis

President James R. Killian, Jr. and Professor Albert H. Gill, Director of Lincoln Laboratory, have pointed out in a public address that the United States is not prepared for the attack. They hold that our present defenses against atomic attack are inadequate to prevent a crippling blow if such an attack should be launched in the near future. The article outlines the requirements of the defense system that must be developed in order to prevent such a blow.

Dormitory Committee
Approves Budget For Fiscal Year

Dormitory Committee budget for the fiscal year 1954-1955 was approved by the committee at its meeting on Tuesday, November 3. The committee, chairman, J. W. Moore, reported that the budget was approved by the committee.

As its sole source of revenue, the committee anticipates receiving a sum sufficient to cover all expenses. The committee will hold a meeting on Tuesday, November 3, and the budget will be presented to the committee.

Smithsonian Secretary
To Lecture This Month

Dr. Leonard Carmichael, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution and former president of Tufts College, will lecture in the Preservation Little Memorial Lecture at the Institute on November 5. He will speak on "Psychology, the Machines, and Society" in Morse Hall at 4:30 p.m. The lecture will be held in the Preservation Little Memorial Lecture at the Institute on November 5.

The lecture will be held in Morse Hall at 4:30 p.m. The lecture will be held in the Preservation Little Memorial Lecture at the Institute on November 5.
Events of the past few weeks have brought much needed attention upon the operation of the student government judicial system. An evaluation of policies and principles is now very much in order. Student innovators are the apparent new policy of greater publicity, and announcement of Judicial Commit-
tee's decisions. This policy, if followed, is one which The Tech approves.

The program of maintaining all-too-secret meetings and de-
liberations, and withholding from public attention the decisions reached by Judocom has been vastly questioned. For to enable a small group of people (who (with the approval of the Judicial Com-
mittee on Discipline) are endowed with the power to den

... AND THE WORLD WILL BEAT A PATH

in their tour through the United States, the Lengeth Quartet of Fark's has agreed to a perfect per-
fornance for the Institute community in Huntingdon Field this Friday. The Quartet has its be-

<noinput>

<noinput>
Senior Makes Quick Getaway
After Berating British Queen

by Benjamin Rayzen, '44

London was delightfully frightful. In fact, it was frightfully delightful. In every large imposing monument of British culture, Everything was just so. From the booted head of Big Ben, to the walking sticks and starched shirts, to the green plush seats on the "tube" (translated - subway); they all lived up to their historic tradition. I tried sitting with a Londoner regarding the "meaning of the Queen." I pointed out the drapery on the pockets of each taxpayer who paid for the upkeep of the old gag's house and held including the family estate. "An obvious morality; couldn't live without our Majesty," I was told much to my bewilderment. I'm like having a faculty resident in the dormitory, thought, when depended on generosity for his meals.

Ten Days East

While wandering through the ship's store offices of London a calendar caught my eye. Human foibles like me had only nine days left to get back to my Alma Mater. It was then that decided to return to my ship's store offices and return to the ship. It was a shock in the dark that cause me to choose Rotterdam as my springboard.

On September 11, I binned my second outfit on the only ship that was leaving Rotterdam for New York. That week was the "Black Heron." But on approaching the captain I met with typical British politeness. There were already another American students working on board. The refusal seal pedaled in me the face having me in a quandary. If I were not on board that ship I would lose all my plans accordingly.

Beards Ship

At ten thirty that night I boarded the boat deck. Wooden chairs, occupied much the same as any seaman. Strolling on board that boat deck and stared at the layout of the ship, where the life-boats are, and what's on watch to-day. I frizzed out in the rolled beer, then added, "Are you sure this really is a joke or for a bet?"

"It's no joke," I told him, "and I hope you're not just being some more thing. Can you take it seriously?"

"Look fellow," he protested, "I don't know whether you're serious or not but you're going to break my stuff for you. They'd get mad!"

"I'll fix it," I said over the bottles he had drank at my expense, "I'm not trying to get back to Boston on your ship. They'd get me!"

"Sure, that's me," he replied, "I'll fix it. I'll fix it. I'll fix it!"

"Look," I said over the bottles he had drunk at my expense, "I'm trying to get back to Boston on your ship. If you help me I won't do away with you!"

He immediately, I'll fix you a beer if you come outside with me! He hesitated, then evening his balloon appearance (5 ft. 2 in.) accepted the offer.

"I'm going to the boat deck. Wooded chairs occupy the lifeguard's assigned money. Prying one section open I jumped in and the boat deck. I knew I had best. The crane which was loading the ship had a powerful searchlight mounted on it. I was sure the operator had seen me, because he was looking right at me. But I couldn't go away. I was in, and I'd be smarter never back. I shut myself off from the light and the rest of the world.

Science Fellowships

(Continued from page 3)

work may do for the Institute for which he is studying is limited to non-research work that advances his scientific training.

The Harvard ski competition is December 15, 1953, for postgraduate and graduate fellowships.

Enjoy Budweiser

Today

For a Senator Makes Quick Getaway
After Berating British Queen

The All-Tech Tennis Tournament opened completions as all top seeded players advanced to at least the quarter-final round. Leading the way was last year's freshman ace, Mike Tressor, who is being closely pressed by a trio of varsity intermen. Tuesday by registering a hard-fought 11-6, 6-1, win over George Bowman '53 has set himself up as the tourney favorite. Seeded players John Melrose '56, Dick Luce '54, and Bruce Banks '54, have all gained the quarter-finals with easy victories. The big surprise of the tourney, however, has been the great number of freshmen who have shown up good advantage. Coach Jack Sumner has been more impressed by the excellent showing of the freshmen (that he has cancelled the usual freshmen tourney, Sumner expects such players as, Preston Duff '53, George Bowman '53, and Walt Rugge '57, to form the nucleus of an outstanding freshman squad this spring.

Should the post-doctoral positions come to pass, Melrose will play Lanes, and Tressor will cross swords with Banks in the semi-final match. The former match will hit the stand, hard-driving Melrose against Lane's big service. The Tressor-Banks battle should hinge on control of the net, as both boys sport excellent net games.

When you know your beer

...IT'S BOUND TO BE BUD

Hunting for the best? Let the world-famous Budweiser help you.

People everywhere prefer Budweiser...because it is brewed and aged by the costest process known. That's one reason why Budweiser pleases more people than any other beer in history.
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Tech Autos Place In New England Sports Car Meet
The Motor Sports Enthusiasts Club of M.I.T. played a leading role in organizing the Fall road race meet of the Cooperating New England Sports Car Clubs. A total of thirty-three colleges and universities sent teams to the meet at Thompson Raceway, Northampton, Mass., last Sunday. About seventy cars participated, among them some of the foremost in the eastern sports-car driving game. Such a show is well represented in competition and made a finals showing. Noel Ludwigson, 26, placed third in the first heat for stock M.G. cars, then put himself into the basement for the final. In this he finished fifth, placing at second novice driver.

Glove Fight Gives Chance For Break In Tech Life
By Joseph Kozol, '54
Saturday afternoon's Field Day competition was one of the few occasions of the year at which many freshmen appear together in the form of an enthusiastic group. Few are faced to admit that born of Tech, nothing that can solve problems so enthusiastically is indeed disadvantageous to the school and the student body alike. It serves to us to see that the large body of spectators did not arrive because of the uniqueness of the glove fight alone but rather because of the contribution it makes to the promotion of interest in intercollegiate competition.

Tech is certainly not the only institution of higher learning with a student body composed of such large percentage of intelligent, serious thinking young men. Graduates of such colleges and universities take great pride in advancing the name of their school in other than professional circles. Whether we like to admit it or not, we are still in our youth and should still take great interest in the opportunity to cooperate with our classmates in a field of group and individual endeavor, aside from our routine college and group activities. It is in because of such response to a challenge that many great things come to Field Day to watch their boy friends take part in the glove fight to help establish the superiority of the freshman class. Young men of twenty, or twenty-four years of age, thinks such spirit is being thrown away on the glove fight that it will be slowly done away with, for discontinuance of the glove fight will certainly decrease the interest in Field Day.

THE FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST
THE MOTHER CHURCH
HALLAMUNE, NORWAY AND ST. PAUL STREETS,
BOSTON

The Mother Church

By Joseph Kozol, '54

The glove fight certainly provides a break in the school grind, being different from ordinary Tech activities. For those of us not old enough to take part in Field Day activities, it is an opportunity to lead a hand to the spirit of class competition.

Each spirit can be demonstrated in other forms, why is it that we get interested in interclass competition. Should still take great interest in the opportunity of cooperate with our classmates in a field of group and individual endeavor, aside from our routine college and group activities. It is in because of such response to a challenge that many great things come to Field Day to watch their boy friends take part in the glove fight to help establish the superiority of the freshman class.

Science,1 M.I.T., Prof. 1 Brown Frosh 2, M.I.T., Frosh 1

The New England Intercollegiate Freshman and Varsity cross-country championships meet will be held today afternoon at the Franklin Field course. In the varsity race, and a stretch of twenty-four years of races for the New England title since the

CROSS COUNTRY:
M.I.T., 16, Boston College 48 Brown Frosh 24, M.I.T., Frosh 31

The M.I.S.C. was well represented on this team for a wide range of men's and women's events.

A. V. Cornish, N. M., Ontario, B. M., M.I.T.开车

Walking away from the mines of his lucky strike, the tiny miner entered the engine pit, peering into it with his middle eye, he beheld a stack of old boxes, a couple of wheelbarrows, and some blankets stuffed in a corner. "Hello,涉足 beauties!" he shouted.

The trembling clerk handed him a Van Houten Ocholintum. "Geppa, that's really money!" croaked the little fellow, looking the instrument over. "How much you want on the charge?"

"Only 4.50, " answered the clerk. "I have them in the smallest new color. They're about five cents. Please call in, bring down and see the sight."" Only 4.50 Fantastis," piped the crouching "Tell take of cash!"

Carefully he counted out twenty sticks of gum and held them on the corner of the counter. "There's your change," he charged, passing the shiver under his vest. And mami chewing nut-"try on a crisp ten dollar bill, he waddled out.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1953

The bush leaguer

Dekes, Delts Reach Finals; Sigma Chi, Betas Also Win

By Paul Jody Goldin

The individual league races come down to this weekend as eight teams will battle for the right to enter the football playoffs. Last Friday, Sigma Chi, Delta Kappas, Kappa Epsilon, and Delta Tau fared well against their smooth SAE rivals in East Campus's side all day, keeping Tech's way, the varsity. Two ext'!

 Theta Phi Pi ran over a disgruntled side from Campus Team. The Betas covered over four touchdowns on previous national and won over Campus Team.
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November WGBH Schedule

SUNDAY
1:00 News. Weather. Weather.
3:00 Children's Circle. Frances Harper, narrator. (WKRC)
5:00 News. Weather. Weather.

TUESDAY
1:00 News. Weather. Weather.
5:00 News. Weather. Weather.

WEDNESDAY
1:00 News. Weather. Weather.
5:00 News. Weather. Weather.

THURSDAY
1:00 News. Weather. Weather.
5:00 News. Weather. Weather.

FRIDAY
1:00 News. Weather. Weather.
5:00 News. Weather. Weather.